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Markov Models (Review)
★ Is a NDFSM in which the state at each step 

can be predicted using probabilities.
★ Markov Model is a triple M = (K, π, A)

○ K is finite set of states,
○ π is the initial probability of each state,
○ A is a matrix for transition probabilities. A[p,q] = P

(given state p, next state is q)



Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
★ ... So what about if the states of the system 

are not directly observable?
★ ... What about if all we have is a set of 

observations (outputs) from the system, and 
all we know is the probabilities of those 
observations to be “observed” give certain 
state?



Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
★ Each state is labeled with an initial probability.
★ Each transition from state p to state q is 

labeled with its corresponding probability 
(probability that being in p, the next state will 
be q).

★ Each output symbol c at each state q is 
labeled with probability of q outputting c.



HMM Formally
★ An HMM M is a quintuple (K, O, π, A, B):

○ K is a finite set of states,
○ O is the output alphabet (observations),
○ π is the initial probability of each state,
○ A is a matrix for transition probabilities. A[p,q] = P

(given state p, next state is q),
○ B is the output probabilities. B[q,o] = P(given 

observation o, state q generated o).



An Example of a HMM
★ Let’s say that students from the CS 

department at WMU have 2 particular 
moods: They are either Happy or Stress.

★ Professors from the CS department can only 
tell those moods by the way the students 
“look”. They can look scruffy, hyperactive 
or blissful.



An Example of a HMM
★ Professors believe that the mood of their 

students operates as a Markov chain 
(Happy and Stress), but they cannot 
observe those moods directly.

★ On each class, there’s a chance that a 
student will look scruffy or hyperactive or 
blissful.



An Example of a HMM
★ Professors know the general mood of their 

students and their looks with or without 
stress on average, so this is a HMM:
○ K = {Happy (H), Stress (S)}
○ O = {Scruffy (sc), Hyperactive (hy), Blissful (bl)}
○ π = {H:60%, S:40%}
○ A = {{H-H:70%, H-S:30%}, {S-H:40%, S-S:60%}}
○ B = {{H-sc:10%, H-hy:40%, H-bl:50%},
○         {S-sc:60%, S-hy:30%, S-bl:10%}}                        



An Example of a HMM
★ So, a professor observed that a student on 

the first class looks blissful, on the second 
class the student looks very hyperactive 
(and the professor assign the first 
homework) then on the third class the 
student looks scruffy.



An Example of a HMM
★ The professor then wonders: What is the 

most likely sequence of moods that would 
explain the looks (observed through the first 
3 classes) for this particular student? 



Uses of HMM
★ DNA and protein evolution

○ Gene prediction
○ Mutations and protein families alignment
○ Motif Finding

★ Speech understanding
○ Speech synthesis
○ Sound-to-word matching 

★ Optical character recognition (OCR)



Three Basic HMM Problems 
★ The Decoding Problem: Given an observation 

sequence O and an HMM M, discover the sequence of 
hidden states that is most likely to have produced O.

★ The Evaluation Problem: Given an observation 
sequence O and an HMM M, how do we compute the 
probability of O given M?

★ The Training (Learning) Problem: How do we 
adjust the parameters A, B and π of HMM M?



The Decoding Problem
★ Find the path with the highest probability, 

that is, the sequence of states Q = q1, q2,... 
qn (qi is an element of K) such that we 
maximize the probability of Q given the 
observations O and the values A, B and π. 

★ The Viterbi algorithm can be used to solve 
this problem!



Viterbi Algorithm
★ One way to solve the decoding problem is to 

explore all the possible paths of length |O|, 
and choosing the path whose probability is 
the highest. 

★ This approach is bad cause it grow 
exponentially on the length of O.

★ ... But Viterbi uses dynamic programing.



Viterbi Algorithm
★ The most likely path of length t is computed 

once, then extended by one more step to 
find the most likely path of length t+1.

★ Viterbi solves the problem by computing for 
each step t and state q in M:
○ The most likely path to q that would have generated 

o1o2...ot and its probability.



Viterbi Algorithm Pseudocode
For t=0, for each state q in K

set score[q,t] = π[q]*B[Ot,q]

For t=1 to |O| do

For each q in K do

score[q,t] = max(score[q,t-1]*A[q,p]*B[Ot,p])

   back[q,t] = argmax(score[q,t-1]*A[q,p]*B[Ot,p])

                                 *for each p in K

states[|O|] = state q with max in score[q,|O|]

For t = |O|-1 to 0 do

states[t] = back[states[t+1], t+1]



The Evaluation Problem
★ The forward algorithm can be use to solve 

this problem.
★ Similar to Viterbi algorithm but, instead of 

finding the single best path, it computes that 
the HMM M could have output O, along any 
path. So instead of keeping a score[], it will 
sum up all of the scores.



Forward Algorithm
For t = 0, for each state q 

set score[q,t] = π[q]*B[Ot,q]

For t = 1 to |O| do

For each q in K do

score[q,t] = ∑p(score[q,t-1]*A[q,p]*B[Ot,p])

                                  *for each p in K
totalprob = ∑q∈K(score[q,|O|])



The Training Problem
★ Up to now, we have assumed that we know 

the parameters A, B and π of the HMM M.
★ Often these parameters are estimated on 

annotated training data, which has two 
drawbacks:
○ Annotation is difficult and/or expensive
○ Training data is different from the current data



The Training Problem
★ We want to maximize the parameters with 

respect to the current data; looking for a 
model that maximizes A, B and π.

★ One the most  commonly used algorithms is 
the Baum-Welch algorithm (also called 
forward-backward algorithm)
○ The goal is to tune A, B and π using EM 

(Expectation Maximization)
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